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TttE

Tfl IN ITY Ti\B-LET,
VoL. III.

HARTFORD, CONN., APRIL 20,

THE WA TC HER.
Midnight dark, and wild, and dreary,
Rested on my spirit weary,Hovered o'er my l_onely dwelling;
Earth, and air, and roaring ocean,
All were blent in deep commotion
By the .tempest loudly swelling.
And the storm-wind moaning sadly,
Howling wildly, shrieking madly,
Thrilled me, filled me, with a feeling
Half of terror, o'er me stealing,
With a strange, uncertain power,
Born of midnight's mystic hour.
By the taper's dim light only,
Sat I there a watcher lonely
With the soul-forsaken clay.
Death had set his seal so frigid,
On the lips so pale and rigid
Where a grim smile seemed to stray;
And they seemed to move and mutter,
Things which naught of earth could utter,
As the faint and ghostly shimmer,
Of the taper's feeble glimmer,
Cast a sickly, flickering glare
O'er the pallid features there.
Shutters creaked, and casements rattled,
Wind and storm together battled
For an entrance at the door.
Through those lone apartments threading,
Came strange footsteps softly treading,Treading on the matted floor.
Voices whispered all around me,
Icy terror chilled and bound rne,Scarcely moving,-scarcely breathing,
Fancy fearful phantoms wreathing,
Thus I watched and prayed for day
As the midnight wore away.
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Thus the wind's unearthly shrieking
Seemed in -tones of anguish speaking,
To my spirit filled with fear.
Till it sank to sudden rnoanings,
With its dismal, doleful groanings
Falling on my -startled ear.
Till the tempest growing weary,
Ceased its howlings, wild and dreary;
And the morning faintly glimmering,
Through the darkness softly simmering,
Carne to me with cheering ray,
While I waited for the day.
Then my sinking spirit rallied,
From my hidden nook I sallied,
To the c,\sement wide and dim.
And my throbbing brow to rest it,
On the ice-cold pane I pressed it,
While I watched the shadows grim.
But strange spite the spirits bore me,
Suddenly there rose before me,Oh ! the horror that came o'er me,
One whose shroud was torn and gory,- •
And his ghastly bleeding breast,
To the same cold pane r..e pressed.
Then with freezing fear I shivered,
Every nerve within me qui,·ered,
And I sinking seemed to be.
Of all power that sight bereft me,
Reason, thought, and feeling left me,
Blackest darkness· shrouded me.
But oh! joy-a voice from heaven
Bade the mighty spell be riven.
Faint I heard, with strange emotion,
While I knelt in deep devotion.
Slow the vision then receded,And with strength revived I pleaded,
'' Save, oh! save,"--e'en while I spoke
The phantom fled, and I awoke.
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AN" OLD PUBLIC FUNCTIONARY."
At the present time, when living memorials
of the early days of our republic are g~owing
" few and far between," any aged person who
_ still survives among us, as a relic of a former
-gen~ration, becomes an object of curiosity
and interest.
It may not be well known to many, that
Trinity numbers among her valuable possessions one, who is, as it were, a connecting link
between us and our fathers, and who lived in, .
and remembers with distinctness, a period
which is fast becoming the American M ythical Age
Such a person is our janitor, James Williams,
familiarly- known as Prof. Jim.
We have often contemplated writing out
some of Prof. Jim's many experiences, and we
have no doubt that these "Recollections of a
busy life," if not emanating from so distinguished a source as those to which that title was
originally applied, would, at least, be as interesting, for they would be homely, unbiased,
and truthful statements concerning men, who,
in their day and ·g eneration, were facile principes, and whose lives and life-times are now
classic in our history.
Touching Prof. Jim "de senectute," his
yea·rs are many. Just how many, probably no
man living ca1{ tell, but in all likelihood, more
than those of most men. We fancy Prof,
Jim never troubled himself about the art of
prolonging his life, like Ponce De Leon, or
making his declining years endurable like the
great Cicero, but notwithstanaing, he has lived
lonLTer
than either of those ancient worthies,
b
and has borne and still bears his weight of
years with " the greatest ·of ease."
Time has dealt gently with the old man, and
" his eye is not dim, nor his natural force
abated." In the eight years, over which our
knowledge of Trinity extends, he seems not to
have gr·o wn aged or feeble in the least, and he
looks no older now, than did he on a certain

Class-day, when our boyish eyes first beheld
him escorted to his usual place of honor on
those occasions. Ever since Trinity has uplifted her massive front from the green hilltop, Prof. Jim has dwelt under the shadow of
her walls. Men, whom Trinity now delights
to honor, and takes pride in numbering with her
Alumni,-Bishops, Judges, and Academic Presidents and Professors, Prof. Jim · has known,
when they were fresh and "in their prime," before age had sobered the exuberance of boyhood, and the graver cares and duties of mature life had chased away the merry moods
of college days. From the accumulated experiences and vivid recollections of our janitor,
those of us who fain would know how great
men acted, when they were students like our-.
selves, and whether we have any symptoms
about us of future eminence, can sit at the feet
of this sable professor, and gather from his lips
all necessary instructions as to how we must
act, if we would follow in the "footsteps of
greatness.)) And it is touching, sometimes, to
witness Prof. Jim's affectionate emotion, at the
mention of some saintly one whom he loved
with the devotion and fidelity common to his
race.
But if we would explore the most interesting
paths of Prof. Jim's chequered life, we must
go back beyond the foundation of our college,
long before Jim was summoned to the chair of
B elles-lettres. To trace his line of descent,
we find him to have been of "ancient pedigree," from a land peopled by "God's image
in ebony." But like the fortune of many of
that. unfortunate race, his was cast in this country. We first hear of him, so far as we can
ascertain, as the property of Aaron Burr. On
the memorable morning when Burr and Hamilton rode forth to fall, by the same shot, the
one from the ranks of virtue and hono{, the
other from)he ranks of living men, Jim drove
the carriage which conveyed Burr to the scene
of his disgrace. According to Jim's account,
the great man was kind and agreeable in his
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domestic relations, at least in those with his
servants.
Other men, who then lived in high positions,
and whose fame has since become national and
enduring, are remembered with distinctness by
Prof. Jim.
Several years after this, in the war of I 8 I 2,
Prof. Jim bore an honorable and patriotic part.
He was on board the U. S. sioop-of-war
Hornet at the time of its engagement with the
English vessel Peacock, off Trinidad, W. I.
The Hornet, it will be remembered, was commanded then by Capt. Lawrence, who was
afterwards mortally wounded on the Chesapeake, and died uttering the heroic sentiment,
" don't give up the ship." Of this famous
man, Prof. Jim retains many pleasant memories.
After various other vicissitudes of fortune,
Prof. Jim found himself at Trinity, where he
has always been deemed an important feature
of the institution. He has borne the title of
Professor for a very long time. To what it
really applies is not positively certain, but according to the venerable Professor's own explanation, he is "Professor of Secrets." Justly
may he so consider himself, for few could
have played his game of whist so successfully,
and have maintained a course so entirely satisfactory to both faculty and students.
In concluding this brief and fragmentary article
which, the short remainder of our college sojourn permitting, we shall follow up with
more detailed reminiscences of Prof. Jim, we
beg leave, if undergraduates may presume to
speak advisedly to those above them in authority, to offer some suggestions, in which we
shall also express the sentiments of many persons of age and experience who, from a long
and intimate acquaintance with Trinity, are interested in the co!yge, and in the welfare of
every thing that pertains to it.
It is felt by many others, as well as by ourselves, that Prof. Jim is less comfortably
provided for than .a person of his advanced
age and renowned antecedents should be.
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Throwing aside all humane and magnanimous feeling in regard to him, he ought, in virtue
of his distinguished career-to use his favorite
phrase-" in the higher walks of life," to be
carefully preserved as a curiosity. Such curiosities are rare, but when one is found it is
generally appreciated. What ecstacies Barnum
would be in, if he could get possession of our
janitor ! It ic, our belief that Mr. Barnum, like
most other people, is ignorant of the existence
of such a real simon-pure historical specimen,
or he would have been seen in conversation
with Prof. Jim before this time. If the "great
showman" could perform such miracles and
create such a sensation with a fictitious nurse
of Gen. Washington, what could he not do
· with a genuine, live body-servant of Aaron
Burr, a name of little less, though of a different
kind of notoriety from that of Washington.
But Prof. Jim has other merits, arising from
long and faithful services, which are more
powerful than any derived from his antiquity.
Probably few servants, who have served so long
as he, have served as well. Indeed his whole
connection with the college seeips, so far as we
can learn, to have been one of invariable honesty and punctuality. He is a living example
of those venerable stewards that we read of
in Baronial and Feudal story, who were grown
gray and bent, in a service of inflexible attachment to their lords, and of unswerving devotion
to their interests. Surely, after such a record,
what better, what juster claim can he present
for the support and case of his last days.
For this cause, and for these reasons, he
ought to be relieved from all involuntary labor,
and instead of eking out a bare living by his
own exertions, and then being worried and
anxi~us in making provision for the wants of
this life, a pension of ample amount should be
settled upon him, and, for the rerpainder of his
life, Prof. Jim should be numbered among the
" Professores Emeriti" of Trinity College.
Even as states delight to honor their old soldiers and heroes, and to cherish them with

.
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the slightest knowledge, with as much suavity
as the impecunious natives of the town declare
their wants, and with much greater impudence.
They disturb us at all times. Our studies,
meditations, conversations, and recreations are
alike unhallowed to them, and they will even
proceed so far as to button-hole us on our way
to recitations. Now it is a poor woman with
"ten small children and she a widow ; " now a
b:- nighted traveller on a journey to some country
town; now a ragged citizen in need of a dinner; and now one who has been set upon by
. thieves and robbed of some artide of clothing.
Why, one member of this profession makes
his appearance regularly every winter with the
same pitiful tale of a "wife and five children
· at Springfield," -Springfield appears to be the
home of all the needy-" and if we would give
him a penny or so, he would say 'God bless
us,' and if we wouldn't, he would say the same."
Very generous on his part, to be sure, and well
calculated to awaken the sympathies of a newPETTY ANNOYANCES OFCOLLEGELIFE. ly fledged student, especially since the luguThe quadrennial course of collegiate life brious expression of his face accords perfectly
abounds in various lesser manifestations of the with his outspoken griefs. We were taken in
disagreeable. An insight into the experie!1ce Freshman year, but were not caught again.
of students would furnish a widespread field for The same story exact in every particular, rethe gifted genius of a Balzac to work over. peated a second time, in conjunction with a
Outsiders are generally unaware that by far the vile odor of compounded fusil oil and Jersey
greatest trials of temper and patience amidst lightning· completely finished the business for
the daily roµtine of study and recitation present us. We could not spare any more of the
themselves in minor matters, in things extrane- milk of human kindness for such individuals.
ous, as it were, to the proper accompaniments They are lik,e mosquitoes, very bores and torof learning. Every college is affiicted with ments, but why made no mortal knows.
these little disorders, which differ of course in
Next in the order of vexation come the peddegree but are the same in kind. Though not dlers and old clothes' merchants. Of the forat all essential to education, they attach them- mer we have two special representatives. The
selves inseparably to certain of its branches.
one is a young and dirty descendant of the
First and foremost among these numerous house of Israel, who rejoices in the name of
annoyances may be classed the beggars. They Abraham Max, but who is better known under
appear in every shape. Penurious exiles from his collegiate sobriquet of "Nimm Zwei."
Poland seem perfectly willing to practice the The other is a middle aged Jew, whose tongue
profession of the ragged drunkard of the streets; moves like a trip-hammer, and who thinks that
and they proffer us their testimonials, signed by his own laudation of his wares will persuade
"respectable" persons of whom we have not us to purch_ase, even if we at first decidedly re-

filial piety, so ought Trinity to honor Prof.
Jim. He has, in his quiet, noiseless way,
fought life's battle well, and in the undeviating
fulfillment of his humble capacity, he has been
a hero, unnoticed perhaps here, but recognized
above.
Let the "Trustees of Trinity College" do
this little deed of charity, and they will confer
more honor upon themselves than by erecting
the grandest building ever dedicated to college
uses. Let .them do it, for the sake of our beloved Founder, _who, in his lifetime, valued
Jim as a faithful servant, and whom Jim reverences in memory still. Poor old Jim. As
we see hi1!1; oftenti~es, leaning, i~ deep
thought, against the chapel pillars a shade of
sadness comes over us. He has lost his best
friends. But it is consoling to think that there
is a place, where care and toil are no more, and
where even the humblest may find a home and
a reward.
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fuse. His name and title is Isaac Eckstein.
Both A bra ham and Isaac are venders of confectionery. A third candy seller sometimes
appears, and he we suppose is called Jacob, to
complete the patriarchal trio. Then we have
"Snitkerflitz," the regular "ole clo" man, and
other occasionals. All of them serve to destroy
our comfort by calling in at unseasonable hours,
and refusing to depart from the door if their
knocks are unanswered, even peeping through
the key holes to discover whether the occupants
of the room are in or out.
By no means, however, do these annoyances
arise from beyond the college limits. Troubles
and vexations owe their origin in part to things
within the walls of learning. We endeavor to
study, to read, or to sleep : we are subjected to
various annoyances which tend to distract us
from our books and break our repose. Some
uneasy student will endeavor to quiet his nerves
by playing ball in the entry. Another will give
vent to his overflow of feeling by yelling at the
top of his voice on his way down stairs. Two
or three perhaps get into a friendly discussion
just outside your door, and keep it up for twenty minutes or more in a tone of voice not the
softest imaginable
Or it may be they are unable to settle the dispute by words, and so
conclude to decide it by a scuffie; which usually ends in a most hideous racket, caused by the
alternate retreats and advances on the part of
the contestants, the discharge of divers missiles,
and frequently the rattle of broken panes of
glass. Fires will go outr; and every third or
fZ>urth day hears that dread chop and bang of
hatchet and wood. Occasionally a few of the
lower classmen, desirous of handing down their
names to posterity, set their conjoined intellects
to work and plot deep mischief and deeds of
valor. The consequence is you are startled
from your slumbers by a heavy crash and faII
in the section, and soon ascertain that the councils of the devoted band have resulted in the
rolling of something ponde.trous adown the
stairs at midnight. More exertion was employ-
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ed in get.ting the thing up stairs than the workers would be willing to use upon their studies.
Such thoughtlessness for others appears also
when a collection of fellows in a room near
by engage in making all sorts of noises, while
their neighbors vainly endeavor to employ time
in a suitable and more profitable manner.
. Even your own room is not free from the
interference of inconsiderate members of college. There is the daily visitor, who always
occupies your favorite chair. You are willing
to yield it once in a while; but politeness does
not demand its constant resignation. This is
frequently the same person who has no thoughts
beyond his own committal of a lesson. He
forgets that you are likewise desirous of preparing for recitation, and tries to lead you or your
friends present into "fooling" or" carrying on,"
and gEves you no respite. Should you lock your
door against him, he is greatly offended; but
endeavor to act after his style in his room, and
see how indignant he becomes.
It would be impossible to recount one half of
the annoyances of this sort experienced at college. One after another follow in rapid succession. Externally and internally they press
upon you. They meet you in the shape of
musicians, of morning alarms, of election salutes under your windows, of book and pencil
borrowers, etc., etc. Their nature is as varied
as the tints of flowers, and their name is legion!

A DIVINITY STUDENT'S FIRST SERMON.
Not long ago we had occasion to visit that
great and wicked city of New York, and as it
was a pleasure trip, not in answer to business
demands, we concluded to consult our ease and
go down by the boat.
Accordingly one bright morning beheld us
done up in our Sunday-go-to-meeting toggery,
wending our way to the landing. where we were
happy to find ourselves just on time, and therefore not under the disagreeable necessity of
seeing sundry old women from the country run
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around with their hair flying about at tangents,
and forty-'leven band boxes under their charge.On arriving at Middletown we happened to
see a divinity friend standing along side the
wharf; consequendy we jumped ashore to say
a few words to him, but while we were thus
engaged the time slipped away so rapidly in reviving old associations that just · as we were
about to return we saw the boat gliding from
the pier. As · we had no particular desire to
present the appearance of a drowned rat to the
assembled crowd, we did not make the frantic
jump so customary upon such occasions, but
concluded to remain in the town for the rest
of the day and make the best of a bad bargain.
After gazing for awhile upon the boat until it
faded away in the dim distance we strolled leisurely up to the Divinity School where we spent
a pleasant day and evening, bunking in with
our friend on whose account we had been left
behind.
On the morrow we arose bright and early as
we wished to take the first train, but in tripping
along the deserted h·alls, taking great care lest
we should disturb some of the neighboring
sleepers, we noticed a few stray leaves of closely-written paper lying upon the floor,. and, thinking that they might possibly afford us some
amusement during our early ride, we carefully
placed them in our pocket for future perusal.
After we had comfortably ensconced ourselves
in the cars we drew forth our morning's prize,
and, by a careful examination of its contents,
soon discovered that it was the first few leaves
of a divinity student's first sermon. As they
we·re too instructive and amusing to be kept
secret we concluded to b.ring them from darkness into light, and therefore lay the following
copy before our readers.
'' In the Epistle to the Colossians, 3d chapter and 19th verse, are these words: 'Husbands, love your wives, and be not bitter against
them.'
"Through the instrumentality of an inscrutable and all-seeing Providence, it has been or-

dained that in a multiplicity of circumstances
relating to the matrimonial condition we should
unceasingly supervise ourselves in conformity
with the Scriptural principles and ordinances,
and not by any pernicious inculcations of latitudinarianism. Moreover, the husband, my brethren, should not be characterized by a congealed
incrustation of coagulated superficial impenetrability, si~ce a continual ostentatictus manifestation of this attribute would unavoidably result
in a contumacious incommunicability which
might eventually lead to an irreconcilable divarication.
"Nor on the other hand, my brethren, should
the wife be incapacitated for connubial responsibilities by possessing the vituperative censoriousness of a hypercritical organization, but both
should be so constituted that no controversial
misunderstanding or schismatic discrepancies
should accrue from the non• amalgamating propensions of incommunicable mental organisms.
Frequently, when the temperaments of both
coalesce in the highest degree imaginable, the
above mentioned consequences may emanate
from a ' miscellaneous concatenation of heterogeneous circumstances,' such as, irrascibility
and vapulation on the part of the husband, and
defamation and vexc1tiousness on the part of
the wife.
'~Occasionally the incomprehensibility of mental affiliation is calculated to engender identical
results, thus irrefutably substantiating the fact,
that not only the adscititious but also the indigenous idiosyncrasies of those whom God hath
joined should be incorporated togeth~r, and in
nowise be permitted to remain diametrically
opposed."
When we had reached this point in the perusal of our sermon we found that we had become
so interested that we had paid no attention to
tbe lapse of time, and had already arrived at the
station where it was necessary to change cars
for New York.
We accordingly hurried out with the rush! ing crowd, vigorously pushing to the front in
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order to have the best choice of seats in the
awaiting train, for on such occasions the motto
is, as we well know, "first come, first served."
But alas, our haste and eagerness proved a great
source of annoyance to us, for after we had
secured the best seat that could be found, and
congratulated ourselves upon our good luck, we
thought that we would continue the reading of
the manuscript which had' so deeply interested
us. But after vainly exploring our pockets and
searching all around our seat, we came to the
· bitter conclusion that in the hurry and scurry
of changing cars we had forgotten to bring
along_ our precious document. As there was
no use in crying for spilt milk we consoled
ourselves with the thought that our forgetful·1ess might perhaps prove the s~urce of half an
hour's enjoyment to some other traveler, who,
for want of anything more interesting, might
be induced to cast a glance over "a divinity
student's first sermon."

MINOR MATTERS.
The 16th of May-the natal day of our college-approaches and as yet we have heard of
no steps being taken towards a proper observance of the anniversary. We t.hi11k no one
will dispute with us the propriety of its celebration, and the day is certainly one for which we
all have cause to be thankful. As regards the
manner in which it should be observed we have
no suggestions to make, we leave that to the
management of the faculty and students. But
what we ask for is some recognition, some
mark of distinction, by which the anniversary
may be known. A college holiday is a small
thing, but if nothing better can be thought of
by all means let this be granted.
The fortune of aquatic war has veered and
for the first time in ten years Cambridge has
beaten Oxford and occupies the proud position
of head of the river. For nine successive
years the owners of the dark blue have borne
off the honors, and during this period it was
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with a heart hoping against hope that Cambridge engaged in the annual aquatic contest.
To-day, however, victory is hers, and we congratulate her on the pluck and perseverance which
has won it. That Oxford should be defeated,
•will be perhaps a source of joy to our boating
friends at Harvard and cause them to wish
more eagerly that their contestants of last summer's race will measure oars with them again
in some suitable locality this side of the ocean.
Rowing both sides of the water will receive encouragement from this race, and if in our own
college we can catch a little of that spirit of
enthusiasm which has prevailed abroad, we
shall look for new life in our boating circles and a
desire for a better record than the past can
show.

In view of the fact that a large number of
the present Senior class intend to pursue their
studies in New York during the coming fall
and winter, it was originally proposed that
they should hold class meetings in that city at
certain regular intervals. Out of this grew
the idea which is now being discussed among
them. It is that some steps be taken towards
forming an Alumni Association, to hold its meetings annually. We believe that an organization of the kind might easily be established by
the graduates residing in and about the city of
New York. Of course this cannot be done
by the younger alumui alone ; the co~operation
of older graduates is necessary. Before them,
therefore, we lay the matter. The advantages
of an Alumni Association are so obvious as to
call for no extended comment. By it the graduates are brought nearer to their Alma Mater,
and many who would be unable to attend Commencement can easily be present at meetings
held in their own city. The success of such
organizations among the graduates of other
colleges gives evidence of the prosperity of the
one which we propose. We invite the earnest
attention of our readers to this subject, sincerely hoping that the project will not, like too
many others, end in mere talk.
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COLLEGE AND CAMPUS.

We feel savage. For the last hour we have
Published monthly throughout the collegiate y ear, been trying to collect our scattered thoughts
sufficiently to enable us to write our monthly
by the Students of
TAB
LET articles, but outside circumstances have
rRJNJrr COLLEGE.
prevented, and we have been heartily wishing
that nobody had been elected Governor of ConTHE T ABLE.T is for sale at Geer & Pond's Book- necticut. Why? Because somebody is out
store, Hartford, and at Hoadley's, New Haven, Ct. on the Park, a few feet from our study window,
Terms $2.00 per volume, (twelve numbers), in ad- celebrating the election of English to the gubvance. Smgle copies, 20 cts.
ernatorial chair, by firing off two big brass canSubscriptions and Communications should be ad- non, at intervals of about four seconds. It is
dressed to '' THE TRINITY TABLET," Box 1048, well enough to rejoice over matters of this kind
Hartford, Conn.
we suppose, but when the celebration is going
on so near to one's abode as to cause the panes
of
glass to drop from the sash one by one,
CONTENTS.
while at the same time the plaster of the ceiling
VoL. III, No. IV.-APRIL 20, 1870.
is playing an accompaniment about one's ears,
we think it rather difficult to fully apprePAGE.
ciate the great necessity of the apodixis. A
The Watcher,
· · 49
short time ago, a like jollification followed the
An " Old Public Functionary," . . .
. 50
announcement of the passage of the Fifteenth
Petty Annoyances of College Life, . .
52 Amendment. Before that, we dare not preA Divinity Student's First Sermon, • •
53 sume to say how many times the same operation
Minor Matters,
. • . •
55 has been performed, and the same torture underCollege and Carn pus, •
56 gone. We begin to feel that the college has
The Amusement Season, .
57 been serenaded quite often enough. The point
Gleanings,
. 58 we wish to make is this, that if men get so
Personals,
59 elated over political triumphs, ( or any thing
else, no matter what,) that they must make a
Particles, •
• 59
. 60 noise, let them go out in the country to some seCollege Clippings, .
cluded spot where no one can hear them, and
61
Exchanges, • .
hang away to their hearts content. We, and
Advertisements,
61, 62, 63, 64
this means all the students, are heartily tired of
cannon. We like noise well enough, but we
The publication of the TABLET has been prefer to make it ourselves.
unavoidably delayed. Prize_Versions, Themes,
Election day passed off with very little
Chemical Essays and Commencement Orations, excitement. We have heard of but two stuhave all risen up to prevent the usual amount dents who took the trouble to vote, although
of labor from being bestowed at the proper time. the number of those allowed to vote in this
The delay is at this time especially to be regret- State is not large, those residing in other States
ted as some of our subscribers will be unable to being prohibited from the right of suffrage.
get their paper before their return to college at One of the reasons assigned for this prohibition
the close of vacation. However, under the is that if all students were permitted to vote,
circumstances we know that we will be excused. they might wield sufficient influence to carry
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Owing to the numerous extra duties which
the election, in which case the city would have
a police force composed of them, or perhaps a are always imposed upon Seniors at this season of
Mayor, or, horrible dictu I a Governor of the the year, we have been unable to secure as
State, from which latter thing at least one good many contributions as usual, and consequently
result would follow, we wouldn't .fire cannon on those articles which appear are longer than we
would wish. The difficulty will be obviated
our own grounds.
A series of doctrinal sermons was preached next month.
at the Church of the Good Shepherd by the
Bishop, President and some of the Professors,
THE AMUSEMENT SEASON.
on the first five Wednesday evenings in Lent.
Lent with its solemn and impressive ceremoDr. Jackson opened the course with the subject, nies and services has closed. For six long
"The true Idea of God." Bishop Williams weeks many of us have abstained from all inpreached on the second evening, subject," The dulgences and amusements, and just as we are
Persou of Jesus Christ." Rev. Sam'i Hart about to leave college to enjoy our Easter refollowed on "The Atonement." Prof. Niles cess, the best seaso!1 of amusements that has
came fourth, on "The Office of the Holy ever favored Hartford is to open upon us.
Ghost," and Prof. Johnson closed the series, Maggie Mitchell, the Kellogg and Lefranc Ophaving "The Intermediate State" for his theme. era Troupe, Mrs. Scott Siddons, and Fechter
All o( them were extremely interesting and in- are all coming. Every one knows how well
structive. We understand the sermons are to Maggie Mitchell acts, "The Pearl of Savoy"
be reproduced in the College chapel.
in which she is to appear here, is said to be
The past month has been remarkably quiet especially adapted to her style of representation,
in college circles. There has been some ill- and if she excels in any particular play this is
ness, but none of an alarming nature, except in the one. Hartford has always greeted her with
the case of Mr. Read, '72, who, we are happy to large audiences anq no doubt she will meet
state, is now rapidly convalescing. The Prize with the same cordial reception that has ever
Version Declaimers are busily engaged in pre- awaited her. It has not yet been decided at
paring their translations, and it is very likely what time the Kellogg Opera Troupe will
the contest will take place at the appointed time, come. They ~re to repeat "II Poliuto'' and
Thursday, May 12th.
we would advise every one who has never heard
There is a matter pertaining to the campus this opera by no means to miss this opportuniwhich we think should be looked after by the ty of hearing one of the finest musical producTreasurer of the College. On the south cor- tions ever presented to a Hartford audience,
ner of the grounds, the workmen from the especially the duett between Kellogg and Lefactories have worn · a foot-path which ' is daily franc. We have witnessed Miss Kellogg sevwidening. This should be stopped, as the sod eral times before, both in opera and concert,
will soon be so worn away as to produce an ugly but never saw her lose herself entirely in the
spot on our otherwise beautiful campus. By part she undertook. In this duett she throws
placing obstructions across each end of the her whole soul into her acting, and when Lepath the difficulty would at once be obviated.
franc does the same thing it becom~s one of
We have received the communication of the grandest, most inspiring, enthusiasm-kind,~ Alumnus." If he will send us his name we ling, pieces we have ever heard or seen. If
will gladly publish his article; otherwise it will there had been a large audience at the Opera
not appear-as the Editors cannot insert anony- House when this piece was given a few weeks
mous contributions.
ago, the delight of ·the listeners would have
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known no bounds. As it was, there were too
few to make much of a demonstration.
Having never seen Mrs. Scott Siddons we
will ·venture no remarks, but will seize upon
the coming opportunity of witnessing her acting in "As You· Like· It" and "School for
Scandal."
Fechter will appear in " Ruy Blas" on Tuesday, April r9th. Although he is a great actor,
still why he is called the rival of Booth we
cannot see. His style is entirely different, and
in his representation of the principal character in which he appears-Hamlet-his conception is greatly at variance with that of Booth.
There is something in the manner of Fechter
that has puzzled the inost experienced New
York critics, something that must be studied
carefully in order to be understood. The piece
which he is to play in Hartford gives one a very
slight opportunity for judging his merits as an
actor. There is in it too little of Ruy Blas
and too much of every body else. Our impression on seeing this piece for the first time
was not ,at all favorable. A second sight may
bring out some feature of Fechter's acting which
we were unable to discover before. However,
the fashionable critics of the large cities pronounce him perfect and we must therefore as 7
sent, or be considered unsophistocated in dramatic affairs.

by swimming, and not like a drowned man by corruption.
Richter.

GLEANINGS.

Ah, thanked be thou Lord, that thon hast vouchsafed to call us thy sinners.
Id.

A Dialogue between two Infants in the womb concerning the state of this world, might handsomely
illustrate our ignorance of the next, whei'eof methinks
we yet discourse in Platoe's denne, and are but Embryon Philosophers.

Sir Thomas Browne.
To be nameless in worthy deeds exceeds an infamous history.
Id.
Flat and flexible truths are beat out by every hammer; but Vulcan and his whole forge sweat to work
out Archilles his armorer.
Id.
I will in the sea of_ the world rise like a living man

Love lessens woman's delicacy and increases man's.

Id.
What makes old age so sad is, not that our joys,
but that our hopes then cease.
Id.

If life, like the olive, is a bitter fruit, then grasp
both with the press and they will yield the sweetest
oil.
Id.
Ten measures of garrulity, says the Talmud, were
sent down upon the earth, and the women took nine.

Southey.
There is no truth however pure, and however
sacred, upon which falsehood cannot fasten and engraft
itself therein.
Id.
OF

UNPROFITABLE SPECULATIONS.

Letting down buckets into empty wells,
And growing old in drawing nothing up.

Cowper.
What is age
But the holy place of life, the chapel of ease
For all men's wearied miseries?

Massinger.
And the truth is, that valour may be overtoiled,
and overcome, at last with endless overcoming.

Milton.
. For and a wolf and a sheep were together in prison, the wolf would suffer the sheep to be in peace.

Sir Thomas Malory.

Consistency? I never changed my mind
Which is, and always was, to live at ease.
Thyself must perish, all thou hast must fade;
One thing alone is deathless made - That is, the dead man's glory; therefore thou
Wilt what is right and what is noble do.

Tegner.
What I must do is all that concerns me, not what
the people think. This rule, equally arduous in actual and in intellectual life, may serve for the whole
distinction between greatness and meanness.

Emerson.
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PERSONALS.
HAZLEHURST, '28. Isaac Hazlehurst was
in town a short time ago.
SMITH, '54.· Rev. C. B. Smith's address is
137 East 71st St., New York City.
BAKEWELL, '59. Rev. John
address is Atchison, Kansas.

Bakewell's

JARDINE, :68. H. D. Jardine, formerly
connected with the class of '68, was in Hartford not long since.
H1cKox, '51. G. A. Hickox is still editor
and proprietor of the Litchfield (Conn.,) Enquirer.
SCARBOROUGH, '54. Rev. John Scarborough is at present rec~or of Trinity Church,
Pittsburgh, Penn.
BoLLEs, '55. Rev. E. C. Bolles delivered
an address at the recent Centennial of the Universalist Church in this city.
BosTWICK, '5 I. Rev. W. L. Bostwick has
resigned the rectorship of St. Matthew's Church,
Wilton, Conn.
HUNTINGTON, '50. Rev. Professor Huntington's resignation has been accepted by the
Church of the Incarnation of this city.
BROCKLESBY, '65. J. H. Brocklesby has
been ~ppointcd First Associate Judge of the
City Court of Hartford for the year 1870-71.
SMITH, '69. R. H. Smith is engaged in
business in New York City. His address is
care of William Alexander Smith & Co., No.
40 Wall Street.
BREVOORT, '68. E. R. Brevoort is about
to take up his residence at Richmond, Va.,
having obtained the State agency for the
Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Machine Co.
HusBAND, '65. Rev. Charles Husband has
accepted an election to the rectorship of St.
Andrew's, Marbledale, Conn., and will enter
on the duties of the same the first Sunday after
Easter.
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PARTICLES.
The session closes on the 19th inst. Vacation of ten days.--Old, but good. The
stove in the Reading Room is not coaled enough,
consequently the R. R. is cold enough for
any body. Curator, look after your fire.
- - " Ah ! me, That chapel bell," held a midnight reception not long ago, and was speechless next morning from the effects of it.
Wouldn't make a sound until Prof. Jim pounded
it lustily.--A Senior wants to know if there
is ahy law in this country that obliges a man to
accept all his wife's property when he marries
her. We should hope not. T'would be so
cruel, you know.--It begins to look like
summer. Base ballists are to be seen exercis-·
ing on the campus, quite frequently.-N umerous J uni0rs and Sophomores have
consented to mar their inherent loveliness
by wearing the latest style of silk hat.-A genuine Phi Beta Kappa " bum " and no
mistake on the night of the 7th · inst. We
room just below.--Scene in Laboratory,
( Senior class seated writing chemical lectures.) Prof.
- " Now we will go on.-Lecture 4oth.March 23d.-Subject.-Explosions in Coal
mines.-The safety lamp,-1-a-m-p,-lamp."-President Jackson delivered the first of a course
of lectures at the Hartford Fem ale Seminary
on March 25th, subject, '' The English Language."--Easter is the time to "swing" new
suits. Don't fail to get measured,-somewhere.
--Those experiments on chlorine gas, although well performed, were exceedingly irritating.--The Seniors have completed the study
of Political Economy. Prof. Perry's eluci_dation
of the subject has mad~ Free Traders of many of
them.--Prescott and White are taking class
pictures for '70. All that have been produced
thus far have · given general satisfaction.-Nimm zwei, the candy vendor, has a Frou and
two Kinder. Who'd ha' thought it.--There
was a lecture at the Seminary the other night.
Most of the students attended the /egture at the
Opera House on the- same evening.
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The authorities contemplate the erection of a hotel
on
the European plan, for the use of students. The
BROWN.
most remarkable part of the arrangement is that, the
The boating men are hard at work, and keep an
building being leased to a tenant, the college authoriambitious eye upon Lake Quinsigamond.
Silver
ties propose to make themselves responsible for all
badges are to be offe~ed as prizes to the class crews,
bills contracted by the undergraduates for board and
in order to arouse them to still greater exertions.
Jodging.
COLUMBIA.
Henry W. Longfellow, Amos A. Lawrence, and
The Sophomores have begun: the study of the phi- others have recently purchased about seventy acres of
losophy of Epictetus, upon which, writes a despairing flats upon Charles River, in North Brighton, Mass.
friend, '' there is no pony!,,
nearly opposite the Cambridge Gas Works, and runColumbia, having abolished the abolition of the ning for a mile along the banks of the river, intending,
marking system, has adopted a plan which, so far as it is said, to improve the property in connection with
we are able to judge, combines the disadvantages of Harvard College, fitting it up for boating and other
both the marking and non-marking arrangements with- purposes.-Courant.
out improving much upon either. The system is, in
SHURTLEFF.
effect, as follows :-Students shall be marked and their
They have a man at Shurtleff who writes orations
relative standing determined by each professor in any
that are "clear, close, clever, and concentrated" and
way and according to any standard which seems to
which evince "thought, analysis, force, and power."
him best; a method which, we venture to say~ will
That's· very good.
not result in a very harmonious co-operation of the
VIRGINIA UNIVERSITY.
various departments.
Hon. G. H. Pendleton will deliver an oration beDARTMOUTH.
fore the literary societies next Fourth of July.
Professor Packard has entered upon the discharge
WILLIAMS.
of his duties as instructor of Latin in Princeton
The
long
expected
lectures on Protection, by Prof.
College.
Goodrich,
have
been
delivered, but do not appear
The dormitories within the college yard are now
to
have
met
with
a
very
cordial reception. The
crowded to their utmost capacity, every room, howVidette
says
that
no
one
was
convinced by them '' exever undesirable, being occupied. The old hotel,
cept
a
few
who
had
predetermined
that they would
which was purchased a year or two since for students'
be."
rooms, has also been entirely filled. The high prices
YALE.
of rooms in town, and their increasing scarcity, urge
Prof. Dana has resumed his geological excursions
upon the trustees the necessity of new buildings withwith the Seniors. Is the Courant going to have
in the college fence, hardly more than a third of the
another '' series ? ''
students finding accommodations within the buildings.
Ball players are already practising for the summer
-Courant.
campaign, and the Freshmen have received a challenge
HAMILTON.
from Harvard '73 to play a match game at Providence
The college rejoices in the prospect of possessing a next July.
new organ, to cost $1,500, six hundred of which has
Junior exhibition came off on the 6th inst., in the
already been subscribed.
College Chapel, and appears to have been especially
HARVARD.
remarkable for the antiquated nature of the subjects
Phi Beta Kappa elections have been given out.
chosen by the speakers. Among others we notice
The gymnasium is to be enlarged and bath-rooms such time-honored ones as'' True Ambition in Study,"
and a sparring room added to its accommodations.
and "Pulpit Eloquence," to say nothing of "The
The college year will hereafter consist of one ses- Criminality of the South during the late War."
sion with a three weeks recess at Christmas, and a Promenade Concert came off at Music Hall in the
Summer vacation extending from the last Wednesday evening, and, we are informed by "one who was
there," ranked among the best of its kind.
in June, to the last Wednesday in September.

COLLEGE CLIPPINGS.
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EXCHANGES.
Among the best of our exchanges we number the
College Argus. Its editors deserve great praise for
the improvements which they have made in their paper. May their shadow never grow less!
Arrangements have been completed whereby, during the coming summer, clergymen of all denominations can procure for themselves and members of their
families, excursion tickets from Chicago to San Francisco and return.
These tickets will be sold at $1 18 for the round
trip. They will be sold only at the Chicago office,
of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific railroad.
Being designed for vacation excursions, they will be
issued to persons properly accredited, from June 1 Sth
to July 15th.
Each ticket will be good for sixty days from date
of its issue, and permission will be given to break the
journey on tlze return, to visit Salt Lake City, or
other places.
These rates and conditions, the most favorable ever
granted by the road to any parties, have been conceded out of regard to the profession, and in view of
the fact, that the excursion has not been arranged as
a speculation, or matter of commission for individual
benefit, and in consideration of the promise on the
part of the originator of the movement, to examine
every application and to endorse only those properly
accredited.
Parties desiring to avail themselves of the privileges of this excursion, will please make application to
the undersigned as early as possible, stating how many,
and for what member.s of the family tickets are desired,
with references to such late official, denominational
reports as will prove the clerical standing of the applicant.
_Certificates will then be gratuitously forwarded to
those whose credentials are satisfactory, and excursion
ticicets will be sold only to those presenting such certificates at the before-mentioned office in Chicago.
If any considerable number of applications are
received from the East, in good season, reduced rates
are promised from New York and Buffalo to Chicago.
Excursions will also be provided for, from San Francisco to Yo Semite Valley.
Address all applications to
Rev. H. D. JE, KlNS.
Joliet, Ill.
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BROWN & GROSS,
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HATS AND CAPS.
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Would invite attention to their large Stock of
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DEALERS IN
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Carpets, Paper Hangings,
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GENTS'

GOODS,
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DEMING

&
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GUNDLACH,

CHARTER OAK

Livery Stable,
NO.
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Watches, Jewelry,

MAIN S'TREE'T.

HACKS furnished for Partie·s, Weddings,
Funerals, or by the hour.

SILVER WARE, ETC

.,

STYLISH TEAMS FOR STUDENTS.
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Orders left at the Office will receive prompt
attention.

JAMES

LYON,

20

S~A'TE S'TREE'T,

HARTFORD, CONN.

DEALER IN

STATIONERY, TOYS, FANCY GOODS, SCHOOL
BOOKS, WALLETS, &C., &C.
TE RE OS COP ES. and the largest collection of VIEWS
to be found in the city.

Monograms, Initial Stampint,' Plain or Colors.

Watches of a11 kinds repaired
in the best manner and

Wedding and Visiting Cards, engraved or printed
in the latest New York styles.
No. 219 Main Street, HARTFORD, Co11.N.,
zd door below Centre Church.

warranted to run well.
H. A.
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J. · LEHR,

JOHN

REILLY'S

Merchant Tailor, Dancing Academy,
271

266

MAIN ST., HARTFORD, CT.

MAIN STREET,

MR. REILLY respectfully ann.011nces that he has one
(Up Stairs.)

of the best furnished and most convenient academies
in the country, which he will let on reasonable terms,

NEW GOODS FOR SPRING AND
SUMMER.

for Dancing Parties, Receptions, Germans, etc.

Particular attention paid to dancing classes in
young IadiefSeminaries in every part of the State.

FOR MEN'S WEAR.
I have now on hand a well selected stock usually
found in a first-cla~s Tailor's establishment, which I
am prepared to make to order at short notice and at

MR. REILLY

will make arrangements for the

instruction ofprivate classes, and for those persons
who desire to learn the German.

reasonable prices.

Address
JOHN J. LEHR,

P. H. REILLY,

266 Main St., up stairs.

P. 0. Box 647.

HARTFORD,

CT.

The CollegeBootmaker.

PRESCOTT & WHITE,

WM. LINKE,

Artist Photographers.

No. 3

DEALERS

ASYLUM STREET,

Would call the attention of his numerous patrons to his new stock of
just imported.
FECT FIT
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Fine Chromos and Frames,

CALF-SKIN

The best of-materials and
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368 Main Street,

PER-

HARTFORD,

guaranteed.

- - -

CONN.

'

F. A. SYKES,
No. 7 ALLYN HousE,

ESTABLISHED

CASE, LOCKWOOD

HARTFORD, CoNN.

FANCY BAKERY & LUNCH ROOMS.
Weddings, Collations, Dinners, Soirees,
Furnished in the most recherche style.

w AITERS AND MUSIC FURNISHED.
~ Particular attention given to getting up
College "Spreads.,,.

1836.

&

BRAINARD

PRINTERS AND BOOKBINDERS,
CORNER

PEARL

'

AND TRUMBULL STS., HARTFORD, CONN

COLLEGE

PRINTING
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PRINTERS OF
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Engravers and Printers,

IF YOU WANT
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Half Hose, Gloves, Shirts, Collars, N eek Ties,
Scarfs, or anything in the way of

DIPLOMAS:

Men's Furnishing Goods,

State, County and City Medical Societies, Rochester Uni ver
sity, Madison University, Munro Collegiate Institute, Philomathean Society, Union College, Adelphic Society, Union
College, Dialectic Society, West Point, N. Y. S. Volunteer Commissions, Berkshire Medical College, New York State Normal
School, Department of Public Instruction, S. N. Y., Department of Public Instruction, Albany, and many others.
INVITATIONS
For Masonic, Class and Society Celebrations, in Variety of
Design and Finish Unsurpassed.

At prices that defy competition, call on

H. W. CONKLIN,
AT

Conklin's Bazaar,
64 MAIN scrREECJ.

MONOGRAMS,
Wedding,Visiting and at-home Cards, Seal Presses, in every
variety. Designs forwarded by Mail. Send for Samples.

Goods never cheaper th:in to-day.

GAVIT & CO.,
ALBANY,

H. W. CONKLIN.

N. Y.

T. STEELE & SON,

HENRY SCHULZE,

340 Main Street,

The old and original

Have: just received a beautiful assortment of

MOSS AGATES,
BLOOD STONES,
ONYX, &c.,
Mounted into

COLLEGE TAILOR,
Can be found at

253 MAIN STREET.

SLERVE BUTTONS, STUDS & SEAL RINGS,
-ALSODIAMO D PINS AND RI GS.
SETTING OF PRECIOUS STONES MADE A SPECIALTY.
BADGE PINS MADE TO ORDER.

GOLD AND SILVER w ATCHES AND CHAINS, GENTS'
TRAVELING CASES, GoLD AND RuBBER
PENCIL AND PENCIL CASES,
AND A LARGE STOCK OF BRIDAL PRESENTS,
Wrought from the finest Sterling Silver, into antique designs
and patterns.
WATCHES REPAIRED BY EXPERIENCED WORKMEN.

R1cH

SPRI~G AND SuMMER

Goons

On hand, from which the "nobbiest" suits will be
made at reasonable prices.

Students' custom solicited.
HENRY SCHULZE,
253 Main St., opposite the Post Office.

